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2019 nba fantasy draft cheat sheet

Oct 15, 2019All of our pre-draft content for the 2019-20 fantasy basketball season is available in our Draft Kit, including sleep,, breakouts, Rookie Jim McCormick's ranking, Eric Karabell's Do Draft and Do Not Draft list, André Snellings' final draft pick, second-year running john cregan, Joe Kaiser's most risky early-round pick, and who should go No. 1 in roto and league points. To
make things as easy as possible for your draft, we've consolidated that key information into the downloadable/printable ESPN + PDF cheat sheet below to give you a winning edge against your opponents. You can also access all of our downloadable ratings and PDF-level drafts for free here. Just click, print, and win! Subscribe to ESPN+ to get access to all the premium articles,
Fantasy tools, plus thousands of your favorite sports events and original ESPN+ for just $5.99/mo The 2019-20 Season is in the corner, and that means fantasy basketball drafts are starting to creep up. Excel cheat sheet can help you if you have not started preparing yourself. It was an offseason event, which meant a lot of new faces in new cities. We also have a very interesting
draft class that will have plenty of opportunities to break the fantasy lineup. In the top 300 fantasy players for the year, in addition to projected stats per game. Download Our Free Excel Fantasy Basketball Cheat Sheet Cheat Sheet for your fantasy basketball draft! Point GuardsIt is a loaded point guard position, and it's getting crowded with LeBron James playing point guard for the
Lakers this season. James rivals Stephen Curry for the top spot, as both have to finish 1-2 in that position as long as they can stay healthy. James has a projected 27-9-9 line, but won't have an edge in FG% and three made compared to Curry. Both are of course the top ten picks, and Curry is inside the top five. Its use had to go through the roof without Thompson for half a year,
and Kevin Durant out of town. It wouldn't be surprising to see Curry put up an MVP like the season, but health will always be something that needs to go his way. Damian Lillard is also one of the more consistent fantasy options. He's durable, and his consistency makes him pick the top ten again. We have him averaging 28 points per game and 7.4 assists per game this season.
Russell Westbrook joined the Rockets this season, and it created some question marks for him and his former teammates. Westbrook has struggled in the FG% category and turnovers, but has also tripled in recent seasons. While still a top 20 player, there are several names moving in front of him in other positions. Westbrook will take a small hit, but will still fill the stat sheet.
Kemba Walker is the new face of the Celtics. Walker consistent with its durability, and projects to score more than 25 points per game. He'll also be around better teammates, and his assist number should take a little bit Also. Shooting GuardsNo surprise to see James Harden top the list, as he is the top three picks overall. Even with Westbrook's arrival, his use and ability to score
will make him lead the fantasy front again. Harden also chips with steals, and projects an average of more than two per game. Turnovers are the only areas where he lacks a bit, projecting an average of more than four per game again. If anyone can rival a number like Harden, it's Bradley Beal. With John Wall set to miss the season, Beal will look at the level of use in the
stratosphere, and get all the volume he can possibly handle. Beal projects scoring nearly 28 points per game, and hovers around five assists and rebounds per game. Between 18-28, there are plenty of shooting guard options. Most of them are also on the younger side as well. Donovan Mitchell is going to have a great cast around, and I'm not projecting a big loss in production
because of that. Devin Booker is on a very bad Suns team, and has been a beast when it came to scoring goals. With Ricky Rubio in the mix, it's possible he lacked a few assists compared to last season, but not enough to knock him lower. Jrue Holiday is a veteran of this lineup, and has become an underrated fantasy player. He's in the mix on a pelicans team that's very young
and fun for the season. Small Forwards This position is not as attractive as the last few years, and the feasibility of the position will help it depending on who makes it in. Kawhi Leonard made headlines, but if he sits down and plays about 60-65 games this season, that drops him in the rankings. That's something to watch out for, because the Clippers have to balance the workload
of him and Paul George. Otherwise, Leonard is projected for statistics similar to last season, and does so on both sides of the ball. Luka Doncic is an exciting fantasy stud here, who has now positioned himself as a top-15 fantasy player. He contributed in all categories last season, and I'm excited to see what he has in store for the second year. Both Doncic and Leonard are cream
plants, with Jimmy Butler just outside them for the top tier. Butler was a solid game, but the upside seems a little closed now. In terms of its ADP, there are a few names around it that have some higher upside. If Khris Middleton and Tobias Harris fall slightly behind Butler, they are two names who could post similar numbers. Middleton has had years up and down, but when you
look at the end of the season strong numbers are still there. He is projecting a 20-6-4 line average this season. Harris was in a similar boat, with a 19-8-3 line. Harris resigned with who prides himself on being good to him and the team. After these names there is a pretty stiff drop off. Otto Porter will be next in line, but health is still a concern and Chicago is not a strong fantasy
team at the moment. He is still projected to be in the top 60, and with a 16-5-2.Power Forwardsgiannis Antetokounmpo is the first potential overall and definitely the top three picks once again. His minutes were slightly shortened last season because of the Bucks' dominance, but that's not necessarily a bad thing. His projection of 29-13-6 lines with 3.1 blocks + steals per game is
one of the best in the business. Feel good about the Greek Freak because we're in store for another potential MVP season. Anthony Davis will be in Los Angeles this season, and really step on to the court. Now that last season's turmoil is over, the former All-Star will return to his normal workload and that means the top five fantasy numbers. Pressing all categories, you can't go
wrong. Paul George is very similar to Kawhi Leonard in terms of a little managed workload. He's coming off a monster season in OKC, and stealing is something he's really excelling at. He projected more than two more, and also a 24-8-4 line next to Leonard. Although he doesn't have the names upside down at the top, George is a top 20 choice, with the top 15 upside down. Both
Julius Randle and John Collins are the people expected to post big years. Collins has been one of the best young forward field options in the game since coming to the league, and now his minutes where they need to be, fantasy production is there. Randle was a threat in New Orleans last year, and will be able to flex his muscles again with the Knicks. Its use should be there, and
this is a team without a dominant ball handler. There's no reason for Randle not to post numbers similar to last season. CentersThere is about a 5-6 elite fantasy basketball center, and they'll all be top 15 picks. Karl-Anthony Towns is the number one choice for me, but Nikola Jokic is a very close second. Towns posted a monster in the second half, and was the top seed on the
Timberwolves' team. Projecting averages of 26 and 12 with 1.8 pock per game, this topped Jokic in that category. Jokic has that advantage in the assist field. If he can find more defensive stats, then Jokic has a chance to finish in the top spot. You may be wondering where Joel Embiid is? First, the risk of injury is still a concern, and you know he'll miss 15 games or more
throughout the season. Embiid is clearly a beast, and projects for 28 and 14. He's inside the top three centers. Andre Drummond has been in the league for a while now and is still only 26 years old. He is a monster on the board, projecting for 16 rebounds and 19 points per game. Drummond also collected defensive statistics, and should again this year. Nikola Vucevic resigned
with the Magic, and was a top-15 player for me this year. He is an underrated defender, and projects for more than four assists per game. Rudy Gobert will lead in blocks, projected to average 2.5 per He also projects averages of 17 and 13. He won't do much else, but Gobert has become a reliable big man. Gobert just doesn't have a reverse score from the others. Featured
Promo: Get a premium pass for the rest season with 50% off. Our exclusive DFS Lineup Optimizer, Research Station and DFS research/cheat sheets daily experts. Already a Premium Customer? Login here. Scroll down this page for more details. ROTOBaller Reader TOOLS IN-SEASON &amp;amp; DFS has won money at DraftKings and FanDuel on a regular basis. Some of
them won the contest and brought some serious cheddar. Let's see! Out!
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